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More than Medicine. It’s Personal. 

At Sinai Chicago, we are dedicated to advancing health equity and eliminating health 

disparities across our city. That’s what drives us every day, and that’s why we have been here, 

on our city’s West and Southwest sides, providing healthcare for more than 100 years. 

Every patient and family member we serve deserves the best healthcare and support they can 

receive to live the healthiest, most vibrant lives possible. Most of Sinai Chicago’s patients rely on 

Medicaid, Medicare, or charity care for their healthcare—and we do not turn away any patient 

due to inability to pay. 

We can only do this because of generous supporters and partners like you, who believe in our 

work and our mission of improving the lives of the people on Chicago’s West and Southwest 

sides. Partners like you help Sinai Chicago provide the personalized, high-quality healthcare 

our patients deserve with dignity and respect, while honoring their culture, language and 

traditions. We thank our patients every day for choosing Sinai, and we thank YOU for being 

part of our community.
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More than Medicine. It’s Health Equity.
Dr. Ngozi Ezike 

If you know Sinai Chicago, you know that we believe 
in health equity for all. As Illinois’ largest private 
safety net healthcare system and an anchor 
for Chicago’s West and Southwest sides, we are 
passionate about advancing health equity and 
ensuring every patient who walks through our doors 
receives the highest quality healthcare while being 
treated with dignity and respect. Caring for our 
patients and communities is more than a job for 
us. It’s our mission—one that is real, precious and 
personal to us. 

I have been President and CEO of Sinai Chicago for 
over a year and a half now. In my time here, I have 
been deeply moved and inspired by our dedicated 
caregivers and our shared commitment to providing 
high-quality healthcare for every person who walks 
through our doors. Last year, the Lown Institute 
recognized Sinai Chicago as one of the country’s 
top 10 healthcare systems for the percentage of our 
budget allocated to charity care and community 
benefit. Indeed, last year alone, we provided nearly 
$50 million in uncompensated charity care for 
patients who were uninsured or otherwise unable 
to cover the cost of care. We stretch every dollar to 
make a profound difference for our patients, their 
families, and our communities.

2023 was a significant year for Sinai Chicago. 
Our four hospitals, 14 outpatient clinics, and two 
institutes collectively served over 100,000 patients 
and families living across Chicago’s West and 
Southwest sides. Most of our patients would not be 
able to afford care without the Medicaid, Medicare, 

or uncompensated charity care covered by Sinai. 
We operate on much leaner margins than most 
healthcare systems. We have to be resourceful and 
resilient, but there is so much more to do for our 
patients because we cannot be content with the 
status quo. Every patient deserves the best.

This past year, Sinai Chicago made bold investments 
in the future of our healthcare system so that we 
can ensure that every Sinai patient or caregiver has 
access to the same powerful digital tools as anyone 
else in Chicago. In September 2023, Sinai made 
the single most transformational investment in our 
healthcare technology and digital infrastructure 
in decades by adopting a new “best-in-class” 
electronic medical record, Epic.

In doing so, Sinai Chicago is putting powerful new 
healthcare data and analytics tools in the hands 
of our medical providers to help them make even 
better, more informed recommendations for our 
patients. We’re also equipping our patients with 
new options to manage their healthcare and 
communicate directly with their providers through 
the MyChart app. 

We’ve also invested in new state-of-the-art robotics 
equipment for minimally invasive surgery and new 
imaging equipment to help our physicians better 
detect and treat heart attacks and cancer. We are 
expanding our nationally recognized community 
health worker programs, led by our community 
health innovation experts at Sinai Urban Health 
Institute. Outside our campuses, we sold out our 

first ever Sinai Chicago Golf Outing, celebrated 
Sinai Community Institute’s 30th anniversary 
with a knockout gala, and launched innovative 
partnerships with other healthcare providers and 
community organizations to better serve and 
support our patients.

In this year’s annual report, you will read just a 
few stories from people whose lives have been 
changed—and even saved—because of Sinai 
Chicago. You will learn about:

• A young man who survived a life-threatening 
gunshot injury and is now healing from deep 
physical wounds while building trust and 
confidence;

• A woman who received compassionate and 
respectful mental healthcare in a crisis;

• A man who found his calling and passion in 
population health services;

• A young woman on her journey to medical school 
whose purpose was first ignited in one of Sinai’s 
youth programs.

There are countless more stories like these, and I am 
deeply moved every day by what we accomplish 
together. These stories do not happen without 
partners and supporters like you. We believe in the 
hope of a Chicago that is healthier, safer, and more 
equitable. We can do so much more, and with your 
continued support, we will make it happen. Thank 
you for being part of our Sinai Chicago family.
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More than Medicine. It’s Trust. 
MSH Center For Advanced Wound Healing

“As you can imagine, this patient was filled with a 

bit of anxiety and fear of the unknown. He had a 

lot of emotions to work through, including trust.”

Life changed in an instant for John* - a 23-year-

old man who arrived at Mount Sinai Hospital with 

multiple gunshot wounds to his chest. 

Our dedicated and expert teams saved his life. 

They initiated a series of surgeries, with extensive 

inpatient care and follow-up, to help John recover 

from his profound chest injury.

Our medical teams are experts at treating 

significant traumas like John’s. But at Sinai 

Chicago, our work is more than medicine alone—

it’s also personal. For such a young man and 

his family, this was an incredibly frightening 

and traumatic experience. This meant that 

our caregivers needed to go the extra mile to 

gain John’s trust—to make sure he knew that 

we would be with him through every step of his 

recovery. They worked hard to develop a good 

relationship with John and his family. They took 

the time to explain his prognosis and prospects 

for recovery and to walk him through his care 

journey. This foundation of trust helped make 

continuity of care less stressful and allowed 

space for both physical and emotional healing.

When John was ready to leave intensive care, our 

trauma team introduced him to Sinai Chicago’s 

Center for Advanced Wound Healing. This Center 

provides comprehensive, state-of-the-art 

treatment, education, and treatment plans to help 

patients recover from a wide range of wounds. 

They play a critical role in the healing process, 

especially for patients overcoming significant 

trauma wounds that require multiple surgeries and 

prolonged recovery time.

Before his first wound clinic visit, John was pretty 

anxious and agitated, as the recovery process can 

be challenging, and it can be unsettling to transition 

to a new treatment team. With a warm introduction 

from his trauma physician and the encouragement 

and consistent support of our Center staff, over 

time, John gained confidence in his healing 

process. He now comes to the Center three times a 

week for advanced wound treatments, nutritional 

education, support, and guidance in healing. His 

wound has made great progress, and he recently 

underwent surgery to close it completely. John has 

been diligent in his recovery.

He is excited to return to the Center one day soon 

and ring the bell they keep on hand—signifying he 

has healed. 

This is patient-centered care at its finest. This is 

Sinai Chicago. 

* Name changed to protect privacy
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More than Medicine. It’s Dignity.
Holy Cross Hospital | ANGIE

“I was in a very deep depression with a lot of negative thoughts… 

Everyone I encountered [at Holy Cross Hospital] was so, so positive 

and helpful.”

Angie said that her health was always fragile, and she has always 

had various medical issues. But in the last ten years, her health 

had gotten worse. She developed a spinal condition that caused 

debilitating pain and limited her mobility—and now, it would require 

risky surgery.  

Because of her significant medical challenges coupled with 

the pressures of owning a construction business and running a 

household, Angie’s frequent bouts of incapacitating illness made 

her feel like she wasn’t pulling her weight for her family. She began 

experiencing depression. Angie started noticing that she had 

harmful thoughts, including the thought that it might be better for 

her family if she wasn’t there. “I felt guilty for what I was putting my 

family through,” she said.

One day, Angie attempted to end the pain. Her parents found her 

unconscious and called an ambulance. She arrived at Holy Cross 

Hospital. After an emergency procedure to remove the toxins she 

had ingested, Angie was admitted to the medical unit for a week of 

stabilization before transferring to Holy Cross Hospital’s psychiatric unit. 

Mental health challenges are incredibly common. In fact, the 

National Alliance on Mental Illness estimates that 1 in 5 Illinoisans 

experience mental illness every year, but only half of those receive 

treatment. That is why Sinai Chicago’s Holy Cross Hospital is 

working to close the gap in mental health services for at-risk and 

vulnerable patients on Chicago’s Southwest side. Holy Cross offers a 

continuum of psychiatric and behavioral health care, from inpatient 

and outpatient services to medication support, trauma care, crisis 

stabilization, and substance abuse support. We do this specifically 

to support people like Angie.

“The nurses at Holy Cross were so positive and helpful,” Angie said. 

“They went above and beyond and let me know [that I] have so 

many reasons to live. They would sit with me and talk with me. 

Everyone I encountered was so, so positive and helpful.” Angie was 

grateful for her treatment and equally thankful to be cared for with 

dignity and respect at such a vulnerable time. 

Following her encounter with Holy Cross’s medical and psychiatric 

teams and continued intensive one-on-one counseling, Angie is 

now in a much more positive state. “If I had been somewhere else, I 

don’t think I would have been treated that way. I would have been 

just another person. Not really seen. At Holy Cross, I felt that special 

connection. I felt protected there.”

For a long time, the stigma surrounding mental health has kept 

many from sharing their struggles. Initially, Angie was also a bit wary 

of sharing her own challenges with mental health. Still, she wants 

to share her story to help others in the community who might be 

going through the same thing—especially Latinas like her. She feels 

that many people struggle to keep up appearances and show that 

everything is under control, even when it isn’t. Fortunately, there are 

places like Sinai Chicago where anyone who needs mental health 

care can receive the support and respect they need and deserve.
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“Everything we do is connected with health. Our relationship with our 

families, our job—everything.”

Ismael has always been passionate about making a difference for 

his Southwest side community. He knew his neighborhood needed 

jobs, economic investment, environmental justice, fair housing, and 

more. Ismael became involved in community organizing and housing 

advocacy, but over time, these paths didn’t quite feel like a fit for 

his particular skills, and he knew he could have a more meaningful 

impact on the people around him if he found employment that 

better matched his aptitude and capabilities. 

Sinai Urban Health Institute’s (SUHI) Population Health Career 

Pathways program provided Ismael with a path to discover the best 

way to harness his passion and see more opportunities for himself. 

As Sinai Chicago’s nationally renowned community-driven research 

center, SUHI is dedicated to understanding and addressing health 

inequities in Chicago’s most socially and economically challenged 

communities. One of the ways SUHI does this is by researching, 

developing, and advancing workforce development programs 

and models for community health workers and population health 

professionals, both of which are growing career opportunities and 

increasingly in demand by providers like Sinai. 

Through the Sinai Population Health Career Pathways Program, we 

are invested in building a more equitable and inclusive healthcare 

workforce focused on population health services and providing 

opportunities for Latinx and other under-represented health 

industry career aspirants. With guidance from top specialists, 

participants explore issues often not covered in traditional 

curricula, presented through a health equity lens and with a 

community perspective. 

Before being introduced to the program, Ismael hadn’t thought 

much about healthcare as a career, but he was intrigued enough 

to try it. Ismael enrolled in the health education track and 

experienced what he called an “eye-opener.” He saw that health 

was connected to many of the issues for which he advocated. 

Ismael was captivated by “inspiring and educational courses” that 

demonstrated how Black and Brown communities on Chicago’s 

South and West sides suffer health disparities that result in shorter 

lifespans than those in wealthier zip codes. And how so many 

social, financial, and environmental factors influence health, from 

employment to housing security. 

Ismael also saw that, by pursuing a career within the healthcare 

space, he could expand his opportunities while still pursuing his 

passion for equity without requiring a medical or nursing degree. 

With his training through the Pathways Program, he was better 

equipped and supported to explore options.

Thanks to Sinai Chicago, Ismael expanded his professional capacity 

in population health. He found a career focused on mental health 

after the Pathways Program and has continued volunteering as 

a board member for tenants’ rights. He saw his pathway forward 

and is now better able to help. This is just one of the reasons why 

SUHI’s work is so important and why Sinai Chicago is committed to 

investing in the future of our healthcare workforce, especially in the 

communities we serve. 

More than Medicine. It’s Our Healthcare Workforce.
Sinai Urban Health Institute | ISMAEL
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“Everyone doesn’t have the same opportunities. Everyone 

doesn’t have the same love and support… So, [this program] 

just allowed them space outside of the academics to be a 

kid. Because at the end of the day…they still are children.”

N’Dia smiles broadly before returning to college, her schedule 

tight, her future on track. She is studying pre-med and plans 

to become a neurologist. A West Side native and longtime 

youth leader, N’Dia was first inspired to pursue medicine 

in part because of her experiences with Sinai Community 

Institute (SCI).

SCI is a 30-year-old community-based social service 

organization that annually supports more than 14,000 families 

living in Sinai Chicago’s communities. SCI works to advance 

the health and wellness of our communities through a holistic, 

preventive approach, supporting multiple generations and 

entire families to grow, develop, and thrive through prenatal 

and parent education programs, early childhood services, 

youth workforce development, senior services, and food and 

nutrition programs, among many others.

For N’Dia and her brothers, SCI was their surrogate 

community during after-school hours. The siblings grew up 

in SCI’s Learn Together After-School program. It was where a 

kid was free to be a kid while receiving supervised homework 

help, life skills and team-building lessons, and fun activities. 

Some areas in Sinai’s west side communities can be fraught 

with community violence and dangers that are perilous for 

youth and adolescents. But thanks to SCI, working parents 

living near Mount Sinai Hospital have a safe place for their 

children during out-of-school times, including summer 

enrichment programs—provided by talented and trained 

after-school counselors.

N’Dia thrived in the program, which gave her additional 

support and exposure to new opportunities that would 

inspire her for years to come. After she grew out of the after-

school program, she continued to remember its impact on 

her life. She became a mentor to carry its mission forward 

and is determined to give other children the same nurturing 

foundation that propelled her to achieve. “We’ve taken 

children on field trips and allowed them to see things that 

they’ve never seen before and wish they could see again…

and they have,” N’Dia said. She remains continually inspired by 

what she experienced as a program participant and mentor.

 

This past year, N’Dia has been honored as the embodiment 

of Sinai Community Institute’s 30-year mission to promote 

well-being in the communities we serve by investing in our 

community, families, and, perhaps most profoundly—our 

children. We are excited to see where she continues to go 

from here.

More than Medicine. It’s Our Future.
Sinai Community Institute (SCI)  | N’DIA
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Honor Roll 

Sinai’s mission matters to Chicago. It seems simple – to improve the health 

of the individuals and communities we serve – yet, the means to achieving 

our mission are complex for neighborhoods that have been historically 

and systemically underserved. For Chicago’s premier safety-net health 

care system, we rely on the help of committed supporters, partners, and 

collaborators. Each year, this list reflects the generosity of individuals, 

foundations, corporations, and government agencies who understand 

our mission and are passionately committed to its success. You help us to 

mitigate health disparities, close the service gaps on the South and West 

sides, attract highly-qualified caregivers, develop innovative projects and 

programs, and acquire the latest technology. You make Sinai Chicago a 

healthcare system whose passion is reflected in every patient and client 

who returns to the community —healthy, restored and able to carry on.

Thank you.

This honor roll of giving recognizes individuals, families, corporations, foundations, in-kind and 

organizational donors who have helped further the mission of Sinai with a gift that was received between 

July 1, 2022 and June 30, 2023. We have made every attempt to capture all donations received during this 

period. Please contact us at sinai.development@sinai.org if updates are needed.

mailto:sinai.development@sinai.org
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$1,000,000 and above

• Anonymous

• Jewish Federation of 

Metropolitan Chicago

• Michael Reese Health Trust

$500,000 to $999,999

• Harriette and Theodore Perlman

• The Chicago Community Trust

$100,000 to $499,999

• A Silver Lining Foundation

• Advocate Charitable Foundation

• Alphawood Foundation

• Lucy and Peter Ascoli

• Chez Family Foundation

• Cinespace Chicago Film Studio

• Coleman Foundation

• Healthy Communities Foundation

• Illinois Tool Works

• Lohengrin Foundation

• Mount Sinai Hospital Woman’s Board

• Otho S.A. Sprague Memorial Institute

• Steans Family Foundation

• United Way of Metropolitan Chicago

$25,000 to $49,999

• American Cancer Society Inc.

• BLS Family Foundation

• Christopher and Dana Reeve 

Foundation

• Edwin Everest Foundation

• Gwendolyn Harris

• Todd Kolb, MD and Cathryn Thompson

• Suzanne Miller, Ph.D. and Lee Miller

• Northern Trust Fund, a Fund of the 

Robert R. McCormick Foundation

• OGDEN66 Inc, The Mirkopoulos 

Family

• Robert R. McCormick Foundation

• Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

• RRF Foundation for Aging

• Bettylu and Paul Saltzman

• Sisyphus Supporting Foundation

• University of Illinois Chicago

• Vivo Foundation

• Washington Square Health 

Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999

• Alexander S. Pissios 

Family Foundation

• Carylon, Julius and Marcie 

Hemmelstein Foundation

• Chiron Philanthropic Fund

• Roxanne Decyk and Lew Watts

• Epic Systems Corp.

• Google

• Kathleen and Michael Hayes

• Horizon Therapeutics

• Lloyd A. Fry Foundation

• Polk Bros. Foundation

• Pritzker Community Health Initiative

• Shure Charitable Trust

• Telligen Community Initiative

• The Crown Family

$10,000 to $24,999

• American Heart Association

• Anonymous (2)

• Barbara Bates Fashions Inc.

• Asher Bond

• Ngozi Ezike, MD, and Emeka Ezike, MD

• Carol Gittler

• Erica Guzalo, MD

• Jevon and Nakisha Hobbs

• Dina and Stephen Isaacs

• Mike Eisele and Karen Janousek

• Koch Family Foundation

• Steven Koch

• Erica and Gary Krugel

• Dr. Girija Kumar

• Latinos Progresando

• Marshall Square Resource Network

• Microsoft Corporation

• Motorsports Charities Inc./NASCAR 

Foundation

• Peggy & Steve Fossett Foundation

• Rachel and David Sternberg 

Charitable Fund

• Rush University

• The Scully/Greenspan Family

• Kimberly and Perry J. Shwachman

• Sisters of Saint Casimir

• Dawn and Russell Smyth

• Rachel and David Sternberg

• Sister Immacula Wendt

• Wintrust Bank

$5,000 to $9,999

• Ambulance Transportation Inc.

• Anonymous

• Bret R. and Marjorie S. Maxwell 

Philanthropic Fund

• ComEd

• David DeBruin, MD

• Brian Dolan

• Benn Greenspan

• Joanne Hoffman

• Daniel and Kamla Koch

• Sandye and Wayne Lerner

• Charlotte F. Mally

• Marci and Robert Markin

• Rachael Marusarz

• Bret and Marjorie Maxwell

• Muhammed Salman Mohiuddin, MD

• J. Todd Phillips

• Pointcore

• Pritzker Traubert Family Foundation

• Van Rensselaer Family Fund

$1,000 to $4,999

• Anthony Akindele

• Ellen Alexander

• Betty Allen-Green

• Tesa Anewishki

• Mark Angel, MD

• Ann Mayber and Naomi Gaynes 

Heart Research Foundation

• Anonymous

• Kenneth Avner

• Dr. Alan and Jennifer Axelrod

• Ihab Aziz, MD

• Kenneth Bahk

• BDO USA, LLP

• David Berkey

• Karen and Scott Bieber

• Marilyn Brown

• David Capone

• Raji Chandran, MD

• Grace Cheung and Thomas Yu

• Cigna HealthCare

• Cohn Connor Giving Fund

• Anna and Chris Donnelly

• Julie Cohn and John Connor

• Colman Family Fund

• Jane Colman

• Dr. Onyinyechi U. Daniel

• Rachel Dvorken and Harry B. 

Rosenberg Jr.

• Ellen J Alexander Charitable Fund

• William Foley

• Lee Francis, MD and Michelle Gittler, MD

• Vivian Funches

• Rebecca and Zachary Garrett

• Alejandra Garza

• Robert Gienko

• Gilead Sciences Inc.

• Dr. Sandra Goldberg

• Briana and Christopher Graber

• Hart and Black Family Fund

• Dr. Avery Hart and Ms. Nina Black

• Jeannie Hilfman

• Michele Hoskins

• Olusegun Ishmael, MD

• Shanching Ying, MD and Wei Jiang

• David and Ruth Kahn

• Sandeep Khosla, MD and Pam 

Khosla, MD
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• Jason Klein

• Andrew Koch

• Denisse Leon

• Harvey Louzon, MD

• Shawn Mabry

• Helen Margellos Anast

• Bob and Marci Markin

• Carl and Patricia Marusarz

• Stephen A. Morales

• Askish Mukherjee

• Cosette Nazon-Wilburn

• New Covenant Community 

Development

• Jason A. Parson

• Polsinelli PC

• Ramonda Roberts

• Harry and Adrienne Rosenberg

• Dennis Ryan

• Neil Seif, MD

• Amar P. Shah, MD

• William S. Singer

• Ken and Tammy Slawkowski

• David Smith

• Tameem Souman, MD

• Jason Spigner

• Dr. Christopher Sprowl

• The Saints Peter and Paul Greek 

Orthodox Ladies Philoptochos 

Society

• Third Horizon Strategies

• United Kingdom Online Giving 

Foundation

• ViiV Healthcare

• Vincent R. Williams & Associates P.C

• Christina Wagener

• Gina Walton, MD

• Irene and Jim Watson

• Weiner Marc Foundation

• Charles Weis

• Debra Wesley

• Tarran Williams

• Suzanne and Vincent Williams

• WT Foley Consulting LLC

• Andrea Zopp

$999 and below

• Bola Akinlade

• Filomena Albee

• Alliant Insurance Services Inc.

• Alfred and Lynn Altschul

• Alumni Association of the I.J. 

Goldberg School of Nursing

• AmazonSmile

• Amy Zisook and David Rosen Donor 

Advised Continuity Fund

• Anonymous (18)

• Carmen Anzalone

• Donnica Austin-Cathey and 

Derrick Cathey

• Jeanette Avila

• Martha A. Baca-Ryan

• Suzanne and Douglas Bade

• Zelena Bailey

• Annette Bannon

• Michelle Barichello

• Carolyn Barsano

• Dina Barsotti

• Holly Bartecki

• John Bausch and Amy Kohn

• Petroula Bazianos

• Sylvia Gil

• John Gilcrease

• Nancy Glick, MD

• Amy Glynn

• Barbara and Norman Gold

• Tamara Goodman

• Raj and Nina Goyal

• Marianne Greene, MD

• Maria Magnolia Greer

• Rev. William Grogan

• Claude H. Hall Jr.

• Debrorah and Joseph Harrington

• Kerry Hasbrook

• Gina Hatchett

• Beth and Jim Havlat

• Adam Hecktman

• Lesley and Michael Heller

• Monisha Hendrix

• Carol Hennessey

• Dr. Kalisha Hill

• Mitchell and Sara Hoffman

• Katherine Holmquest

• Danaja Jackson

• Jeffrey and Roberta Kwall 

Donor-Advised Continuity Fund

• Lola Jenkins

• Judith A. Jennrich

• Dr. Daniel Johnson and 

Ms. Julie Parzan

• Zenobia Johnson-Black

• Donna Kahan

• Bernard Kalish

• Joseph Kalvaitis

• Helen Kaminski

• Sharon Kanter

• Carol Kaplan

• Tracey Becker

• Nicholas Bedenk

• Carol K. Bell

• American Online Giving Foundation Inc.

• Maureen Benjamins, Ph.D.

• The Bicak Family

• Felicia B. and Herbert C. Gresens

• Gladys Block

• Jonathon Borkan

• Marilynn Bright

• Diana Brokop

• Patricia Caldwell

• Edward Campbell

• Susan Wolfson Campbell

• Barbara Castellan

• Jeensoo Chang MD

• Alan and Ronda Channing

• Theresa Charal

• Chicago Botanic Garden

• Alice Chiu

• Ariel Christian

• Alex Churchill and Miriam Connor

• Peter Cobb

• Amy Cohn

• Ken Coleman

• Nancy Coleman

• Trina Coleman, BA

• Colleen M. Desmond 

Charitable Fund

• Joseph Conboy

• Elizabeth Connolly

• Conterato Family

• Maria Costas

• Mary Ellen Creighton

• Kathy Cunha

• Cathleen Cunningham

• David J. Davidson

• Leslie Davis

• Dana Deane

• Dennis Deer

• James DeRose

• Amy Dhanani

• Sam and Shai Dobrusin

• Donna W. Kahan Philanthropic Fund

• Todd Douglas

• Crystal Downs

• Doyenne Wealth Advisors LLC

• Jeffrey Draper

• Cheryl Dykstra and Jeanne Mervin

• Theresa Eagleson

• Irwin Ehlrich

• Jill Ellis

• Ngozi Enyia

• Judy and Kurt Evans

• Kene Ezike

• Leslie Farmer

• Bradley Fedosoff

• Arnold Feinberg

• Steve Fenton

• Dr. Russell Fiorella

• Ami Fischer

• Maria Fisfalen, MD

• BethAnn Fitzgerald

• Ann Ford

• Rachel Francis

• Katherine Frankle

• Yael Farah and Judith Franks-Farah

• Jeffrey Fulham

• Bernard Fulton

• Daniel Fulwiler

• Glenn Garfinkel

• Carol Gent
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• Kathy Karavidas

• Jeanne Kay

• James Kerridge

• Bodee Kittikamron

• Tonia Kizer

• Kurt Koeplin

• Brian Kolva

• Pastor Hal Kooistra

• Carolyn Kostelny

• Rajul Kothari

• Nadia Kountoures

• Marla and Steven Krause

• Rachel Krause

• Dr. Sharon Kummerer

• Lawrence Kurtzon

• Deb Kvapil

• Patricia Labellarte

• Barbara and Jay Laifman

• Patrick Lamb

• Karen Laner

• Dawn Laurin

• Cindy Lee

• Laura Leon

• Theresa Lie-Nemeth, MD

• Javier Macias

• Lucy M. Mainellis

• Emilee Markin

• Sam Markin

• Joseph Marlin

• Dr. and Mrs. Charles Martinez

• Gayle and Karl Maurer

• Kathleen Mayber

• Suzanne McClure

• Maureen McFadden

• Margie Mendoza

• John Mengel

• Roberta J. Messer

• Dr. James Miller

• Timmy Mincey

• Erin Mitchell

• The Monahan Family

• Mary Monroe

• Margott Montesinos

• Iliana Mora

• Abraham and Ida Morgan

• Multilatino Marketing Agency Inc

• Reeven Narhan

• Amy and Marcus Nunes

• Melissa O’Brien

• Comfort Ogbunamiri

• Joy Ogbunamiri

• Uchenna and Kelechi Ogbunamiri

• Dr. Chiebonam Oguejiofor

• Kizito Ojiako

• Winifred Oniah

• Oracle

• Dimas Ortega

• Adam Palmer

• Athena Palmer

• Brian Palmer

• Rachel Palmer

• Scott Palmer, MD and Athena Palmer

• Olga Panagakis

• Laura Parker

• Tejal Patel

• Larry and Joy Shulruff

• Sofiya Pechenik

• Steven Pflaum and Karen Robertson

• Sister My Huong Pham

• Francine Poindexter

• Alex Portin

• Karen Powell-Frost

• Ann Prackaila

• Pamela Quinn

• Yari Rahmanim

• Michael Plumpton and 

Roberta Rakove

• Dan and Jen Regan

• Joyce and Kurt Reichardt

• Amanda Reid

• Carol Reid

• Nneka L. Rimmer

• Olga Rivas

• Belen Rivera

• Andrea Robbins

• Elaine Robbins

• Audrey Romito

• David Rosen and Amy Zisook

• Rosenson Family Foundation

• Harold and Linda Rosenson

• James Ross

• Mary Roth

• Jocelyn Rowe, MD

• Dr. Adam Rudd

• Mara Ruff

• The Russell-Jones Family

• Alderman Emily Saxon

• Harold and Marla Scheinman

• Henry Schwartz

• Barb and Larry Scott

• Gloria Seals

• Adam Seidenberg

• Sameer Shah

• Linda Shakno

• Jacqueline Shaye

• Gerald Sherman

• Henry Sholk

• Maxwell Shore

• Joan Silverman

• Sherri L. Smith

• Alexis Smulson

• Dr. Keith and Jennifer St. Amand

• Aidan Stubbs

• Dovid Sukenik

• Janet Tarver

• Roxanne Taylor

• Victoria Taylor

• Adam Teitelbaum

• Jim Terman

• Eugene Thorner, MD and 

Christine Veres-Thorner, MD

• Calvilena Thurman

• Bruce Toth

• Milena Tous

• Karen Trenkler

• Mark Trinka

• Mary Uhing

• Frederick and Virginia Uhlmann

• Joan Vander Linde

• Thomas Vargish, MD and 

Kathryn Vargish

• Stephanie Vega

• Ana Velez

• Maria Villa

• Sam Villardito

• Jane Walker-Clark

• Brenda Werth

• Alvin Claude Wesley

• Sylvia White

• Erika Wicks

• Alfreda D. Williams

• LaSharon Williams

• Sandra Williams

• Tess Williams

• Shellie Karno Wolf

• Irwin and Judith Wrubel

• Thomas Yonker

• Kara Zelazny

Gifts In Kind

• Boston Consulting Group

• Brookfield Zoo

• Beth and Paul Cherner

• Chicago Botanic Garden

• Chicago Mabuhay Centennial 

Lions Club

• Chicago Wolves

• David and Naida Cohn

• Covenant Winery

• Brian Dolan

• Phil Gayter

• Heartland Human Care Services Inc

• Jorge Hernandez

• Jeffrey Margolis and Lacey Margolis

• Starlight Children’s Foundation

• Wing Sun Tam

• James and Rendy Williams
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• Andrea Robbins

• The Russell-Jones Family

• Dr. Keith and Jennifer St. Amand

• Janet Tarver

• Milena Tous

• Joan Vander Linde

In honor of Simon Garrett

• Steve Fenton

In honor of Gary Krugel

• Anonymous

In honor of Robert Markin

• Amy and Marcus Nunes

In honor of Carl and Pat Marusarz

• Rachael Marusarz

In honor of Carol Mitchel

• Alex Portin

In honor of Marcy Paddock

• Bradley Fedosoff

In honor of My Colleagues

• Anonymous

In honor of Sophia Palmer

• Kerry Hasbrook

In honor of Aneta Pogoda

• Vivo Foundation

In honor of Roberta Rakove

• Dennis Ryan

Ex-Officio 

• Ngozi Ezike, MD

Directors

• Leslie Mitchel Bond

• Onyinyechi U. Daniel 

• Michael Davenport, MD

• Leslie Davis

• Roxanne J. Decyk

Mount Sinai Hospital 
Endowment 
Foundation Board

The Mount Sinai Hospital 

Endowment Foundation was 

created in partnership with the 

Jewish Federation of Metropolitan 

Chicago’s Agency Endowment 

Program, which was established 

to ensure that Sinai and our sister 

agencies have the necessary 

resources to meet community needs. 

All endowment commitments are 

recognized as gifts to the Jewish 

Federation’s Centennial Campaign.

• Ken Avner

• Paul Cherner

• Mike Hayes

• Lee Miller

• Linda Ginsburg

• Theodore Perlman

• Marc Slutsky

Board of 
Directors
(As of June 30, 2023)

Brian Dolan

Board Chair 

Alejandra Garza

Vice Chair 

Kenneth Avner

Treasurer 

Anne Cohn Donnelly

Secretary

Life Directors

• Paul J. Cherner

• Paul Francis

• Howard N. Gilbert*

• Bernard Kalish

• Richard E. Hoffman*

• Steven Koch

• Susan Manilow

• Gary Niederpruem

• Bettylu Saltzman

• Harold L. Sherman

• Bruce Stickler

• Klaus Wisiol*

• William Singer

Tribute Gifts

Honor

In honor of Scott Bieber

• Doyenne Wealth Advisors LLC

• Ruth and David Kahn

In honor of Dr. Ngozi Ezike

• Bola Akinlade

• Dina Barsotti

• Ariel Christian

• Katherine Cunha

• Judy and Kurt Evans

• Kene Ezike

• BethAnn Fitzgerald

• Bernard Fulton

• Raj and Nina Goyal

• Hart and Black Family Fund

• Gina Hatchett

• Dr. Kalisha Hill

• Helen Kaminski

• Daniel and Kamla Koch

• Pastor Hal Kooistra

• Sandye and Wayne Lerner

• Michael Reese Health Trust

• The Monahan Family

• Multilatino Marketing Agency Inc

• Comfort Ogbunamiri

• Joy Ogbunamiri

• Uchenna and Kelechi Ogbunamiri

• Dr. Chiebonam Oguejiofor

• Winifred Oniah

• Robert Rimmer

In honor of Daniel Regan

• Holly Bartecki

In honor of Theo Schiller

• Jane Walker-Clark

• Vivian Funches

• Alejandra Garza

• Rev. William P. Grogan

• Michael J. Hayes 

• Avery Hart, MD

• Nakisha Hobbs

• Wayne M. Lerner

• Robert Markin

• Bret Maxwell 

• Wilbur Milhouse

• Lee Miller

• Stephen A. Morales

• Abraham Morgan

• Katya Nuques

• David Smith

• Rachel Sternberg

*deceased
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Philanthropic Revenue FY2023

How Philanthropic Dollars Were Spent FY2023

$12,312,824Total 

$12,312,824Total 

$7,296,007

 Equipment 
and Facilities

59%
$2,006,094

Community 
Programs

16%
$1,494,626

Medical Programs 
and Services

12%
$1,409,104

Unrestricted
11%

$106,992

Other Programs
and Services

1%

$7,299,652

Foundations
59%

$3,822,945

Individuals        
31%

$1,188,227

Corporations       
10%

$2,000

Auxiliary              
< 1%
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Sinai Chicago Statistics for FY2023

of Sinai’s patients use 
Medicaid, Medicare, 

or are uninsured

88% $45
million 52%

in uncompensated 
charity care

of Sinai’s leadership 
are people of color

employees

3,200 32,000 333,345

 inpatient visits unique visits

employees babies delivered behavioral 
health visits

$600 
million 1,567 43,200

emergency 
room visits

hospitals community 
clinics

73,000 4 14

of Sinai Chicago’s budget 
allocated to uncompensated 

charity care

9% TJC

Sinai is accredited by The 
Joint Commission and 

the Healthcare Facilities 
Accreditation Program

community institute

1 1 100,000

nationally renowned 
research institute

patients served from 
across the greater 

Chicago area



When you donate to Sinai Chicago, your dollars make a real difference in the lives of people in the 

communities we serve. In fact, in fiscal year 2023, we offered nearly nine percent of our budget in 

uncompensated charity care—an amount that places Sinai Chicago in the top ten of hospitals nationwide 

that provide such care.

For patients that rely on Sinai Chicago, this means that they will receive the medical treatment, the 

medications, and the follow-up care they need without being hit with crippling medical bills. In today’s 

healthcare environment, a little philanthropic investment goes a long way toward establishing health 

equity for all of Chicago.

You help Sinai Chicago combat health disparities, purchase new equipment, hire the best talent, close 
service gaps, and treat each visitor with dignity and respect. On behalf of our patients and caregivers, 
thank you.

A PARTNER WITH THE JEWISH UNITED FUND IN SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

DONATE NOW

©2024

ANNUAL REPORT
2023 

You are the “Sinai Chicago difference,” ensuring we can 
cast a wide safety net—and make a real difference in 
people’s lives.

https://secure.lglforms.com/form_engine/s/z0xjeexNYF6Jfanp7wqBbQ
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